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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
John McDove has contributed to the dictionary with 5 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book.
We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit
our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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cabeza
hollow head: silly person, without brains, without judgment. Crazy and stubborn person.

cabeza
Head of the family: greater responsibility in a family person. Usually the father. It is used in male.   "The head of the
family "

olímpicamente
Ignoring anything. Used with verbs as " pass 34, " ignore; 34, " despise " " evade " in its figurative sense. You can have
the sense of " with brash "   " with ease, poise, or disengage " with ease and safety, which may also indicate a pejorative
sense of gall or chutzpah. Although it can be only ironic.

pocholada
cuquezSinónimo's do pocholada do do cuquez do e.g.: A child cuquez.????Synonyms: Richness, beauty.

reírse de los peces de colores
Show disagreement, surprise or admiration attenuated by a declaration of indifference, similar to say that it brings me
carelessly, by very impressive to be heard assertion. It is often used ironically to ponder the importance of what has
been stated, both positive as negative. Also communicates the idea of total indifference, " as who hears rain "   " I care a
cumin ".


